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6. The 8tructure of Cl. The (p8eudo)di8criminant of a nondegenerate (non-
defective) quadratic quaternion form 
Let L E ll'1(n, D), D=K EB lK, L=P+lR, C the Clifford algebra of R. 
The Clifford algebra Cl of L can be studied by taking u, Cl as defined in 
section 4, so C+=Cl ®k K. 
(6.1) Let L E ll'1(n, D), let H belong to L a8 in (1.4). Supp08e el, .•• , en 
i8 a ba8i8 of Vn(D), orthogonal with re8pect to H. The center Z(Cl) of Cl 
i8 k EB kzo where if X(D)0I=2 then Zo= II~-l u(ei), if x(D)=2 then 
Zo= ~-1 H(ei' ei)-Iu(ei). 
Proof: Choose K 01= <1, L(ei)k (i = 1, ... , n) then we know that R(ei) 01= 0. 
We must choose l in a two-dimensional subspace of D, and as k is infinite, 
we can take l such that R(ei) 1=k (i=l, ... ,n). Define as usual T(x)=xl 
for x E V2n(K). 
(i) Let e E Vn(D) such that R(e) 1= k, H(e, e)oI=O; dimK <e, T(e)K=2. If 
X(D)0I=2, one can choose as basis of <e, T(e)K, orthogonal with respect 
to r (r denoting the symmetric bilinear form, belonging to R) x=eR(e)-I, 
Y= -1/2er(T(e), e) +T(e)R(e). Then xy=u(e). If X(D) = 2, one can choose 
as basis of <e, T(e)K, symplectic with respect to r, x=eR(et +T(e)R(e), 
y=(e+T(e))(R(e)+R(et)-1 H(e, e)-I. Then xy=~+H(e, e)-I u(e), ~ E k. 
(ii) Let Xi, Yi belong to ei as in (i). If X(D) 01= 2, Xl, YI, ..• , xn, Yn is an 
orthogonal basis of V2n(K). Denote Zo= II~-l XiYi= II~-l u(ei) then Zo ECl, 
Z(C+) =K EBKzo, [8] II § 7, and Z(Cl) =k EBkzo. If X(D) = 2, XI,YI, ... ,xn,Yn 
is a symplectic basis of V2n(K). Denote zo' = !~-1 XiYi = !~-1 {~i + 
+H(ei' ei)-I u(ei)}, ~i E k; then zo' E Cl, Z(C+)=K EBKzo', [8] II § 10, and 
Z(Cl)=k EB kzo'. Now write Zo= ~-1 H(ei, ei)-Iu(ei), then Z(Cl)=k EB kzo. 
One can extend these results. If X(D) 01= 2 then 
Z02=( _1/4)n II~_lN,,(H(ei' ei))=( _1/4)n N"o det (H(ei, ej)). 
We use here the determinant over a skew field in the sense of J. DIEUDONNE 
[5] which is a homomorphism Gl(n, D) -+ D* /[D*, D*] and we use the 
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fact that [D*, D*] = {A ED* I Na(A) = I} so Na can be defined on D*/[D*,D*] 
by Na(a[D*,D*])=Na(a) for every a[D*,D*]ED*/[D*,D*]. If one 
chooses another basis /l, ... , In of Vn(D), orthogonal with respect to H, 
and Z = rn=l UUi), then Z2 = (_1/4)n I1~=1 Na(HUi' Ii)) = ( __ 1/4)n . 
. Nao det (HUi, Ij)) E Na 0 det (H(ei, ej))' (k*)2. We have found the usual 
discriminant ,1 01 H, namely the class (-I)n I1~=lNa(H(ei,ei))·(k*)2/0rany 
basis el, ... , en 01 Vn(D) orthogonal with respect to H, see [11]. One could 
define the discriminant as the class (-I)n I1~=1 Na(H(ei, ei))' (Na(D*))2 
for any basis el, ... , en of Vn(D) orthogonal with respect to H. Note 
that L1i={O}. 
If X(D)=2 then Z02+Z0= L~=l Na(H(ei' ei)-l Le(ei)), where Le is a 
normalized quadratic quaternion form of L, suitable to u and Ol. If one 
chooses another basis /l, ... , In of Vn(D), orthogonal with respect to H, 
and Z= ~=1 HUi, li)-l UUi) then Z=IX+(3Zo with IX, (3 E k. Moreover (3= 1 
as Z2+Z E k and z02+Z0 E k; hence Z2+Z E zo2+zo+.)::J(k). We can define 
the pseudodiscriminant ,1 01 L as the class ~=1 Na(H(ei, ei)-IL(ei))+.)::J(k) 
lor any basis el, ••• , en 01 Vn(D), orthogonal with respect to H. 
Let Z02 = b resp. Z02 + Zo = b so bELl. If ,1 = (k*)2 resp. ,1 = .)::J(k) then there 
are two different roots CI and C2 in k of the equations X2 - b = 0 resp. 
X2+X+b=O, and Z(Ol) has zerodivisors. Furthermore Ol=Ol(zo-CI) EEl 
EElOl(ZO-C2) where for ai EOl(zo-Ci) always ala2=a2al=O. 
If ,1 i= (k*)2 resp. ,1 i=.)::J(k) then Z(Ol) is a separable quadratic extension 
field of k. 
(6.2) Same notations as in (6.1). II Z(Ol) is a field then 01 is simple. If 
Z(Ol) has zerodivisors and Cl, C2 are the roots in k 01 the equations X2 - Z02 = 0 
resp. X2 +X + (Z02 +zo) = 0 then Ol = Ol(zo - CI) EEl Ol(zo - C2) where Ol(zo - Ci) 
( i = 1, 2) are simple ideals. 
Proof: Ol is semi-simple for 0+ is semi-simple, see [4] II. 2. 3. The 
result follows by the structure of Z(Ol). 
We denote N K : Z(O+) --+ K and TrK: Z(O+) --+ K for norm and trace 
relative to K. Moreover we define - : Z(O+) --+Z(O+) by z=TrK(z)-z for 
Z E Z(O+). Analogous notations for N k : Z(Ol) --+ k, Trk: Z(Ol) --+ k, 
- : Z(Ol) --+ Z(Ol). 
Let J be the anti-automorphism of 0, defined by (Xl ••• Xp)J = (Xp ••. Xl) 
for Xi E V2n(K), 1 <,i<,p, every p. J induces an anti-automorphism of 0+ 
and an anti-automorphism of Ol (which in both cases is denoted by J 
again). Let IJ : 0 --+ 0 be the mapping defined by IJ(c)=ccJ for every 
CEO. Then IJ maps 0+ into 0+, Ol into Ol and we denote the restriction 
of IJ to 0+, Ol again by IJ. 
(6.3) Same notations as in (6.1). II n=2k then the restriction 01 J to Z(Ol) 
is the identity mapping, il n=2k+l then J maps Z(Ol) into Z(Ol) by 
zJ=z lor Z EZ(Ol). 
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(6.4) Same notations as in (6.3). Suppose Z(Ol) has zerodivisors, Z02= 15 
resp. Z02 + Zo = 15. Let Cl, C2 be the roots in k of the equations X2 - 15 = 0 resp. 
X2+X+15=0. If X(D)=I=2 then Ci=l=O (i=l, 2), write Zi=I/2-1/2(Ci)-lz0 
(i=l, 2). If X(D)=2 write Zt=ZO+Ci (i=l, 2). Then Ol=Olzl EBOlZ2, each 
of the components is simple. 
ZI2=ZI, Z22=Z2, ZIZ2=Z2Z1=0, ZI+Z2=1, ZI=Z2, Z2=ZI. If n=2k then 
ZIJ =ZI, Z2J =Z2, if n=2k+1 then ZIJ =Z2, Z2J =ZI. 
7. Definition of the Olifford group and the spingroup of a nondegenerate 
(nondefective) quadratic quaternion form 
Again we recall some notions, which can be found in [4]. Let 0 be 
the Clifford algebra of a quadratic form R, 0+ be the even Clifford algebra, 
let the vector space V2n(K) be identified with its image in O. G+ = 
= {a E 0+ I a-I E 0+ and a V2n(K)a-1 C V2n(K)}. Every a E G+ induces an 
inner automorphism of 0, which works on V2n(K) as a rotation. So there 
is a mapping q; : G+ -l>- O+(2n, K, R), q; is surjective, and we have the 
exact sequence 1 -l>- K* -l>- G+ --'L.,.. O+(2n, K, R) -l>- 1. IJ maps G+ into 
K*, namely IJ (s(al) ... s(a2p)) = rr;~l R(ai). So there is an exact sequence 
l-l>-Go+-l>-G+~K*. If the index PR of R is at least I, then the sequence 
can be completed. G+ is called the Clifford group of R, Go+ is the spin-
group of R. We denote q;(Go+) =O'(2n, K, R). 
(7.1) (Theorem) Let L E 2 1(n, D), Ol the Olifford algebra of L. Let 
D=K EB lK, L=P+lR, 0 is the Clifford algebra of R, 0+=Ol0k K. 
Identify Vn(D) with V2n(K) with its image in O. Then for every v EOU(n,D,L) 
there is an invertible av E Ol, determined up to a factor in the center of D*, 
and such that v(x)=avxav-1 for every x E Vn(D). For every invertible 
a E Ol such that a Vn(D)a-1 C Vn(D) the transformation x -l>- axa-1 induces 
an orthogonal-unitary transformation. 
Proof: (i) First suppose n;;;.2. The first part follows by (4.4) and 
by the definition of Ol. Conversely every invertible element a E Ol such 
that a Vn(D)a-1 C Vn(D) induces a rotation v E O+(2n, K, R). Choose T, -r 
as in section 4. Let x, y E V2n(K). As axa-1 E V2n(K), one can write 
-r(axa-1y) = ( - 1'-1) T(axa-1) T(y) = ( - 1'-1) aT(x)a-1 T(y) so {aT(x)a-1-
- T(axa-1 )}T(y) = 0 and (choosing y such that R(y) =1= 0) aT(x)a-1 = 
=T(axa-1), hence vT=Tv and v E OU(n, D, L). 
(ii) If n= 1 the result follows by inbedding P(D) into V2(D) and 
extending L E 2 1(1, D) to L' E 2 1(2, D). 
Theorem (7.1) implies that the restriction of q; : G+ -l>- O+(2n, K, R) to 
G+ n Ol (which we denote by q; again) is a surjective homomorphism into 
OU(n, D, L) with kernel k*. So we have the exact sequence 
1 -l>- k* -l>- G+ n Ol--'L.,.. OU(n, D, L) -l>- 1. We call G+ n Ol the Olifford 
group of L. G+ n Cl is - up to isomorphism - uniquely determined. 
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(7.2) (Lemma) Same notations as in (7.1). Let L=Le and u=ue : 
Vn(D) -+ Ol satisfy the axioms for L. Let H belong to L as in (1.4). Ohoose 
x E Vn(D). Then if x(D) # 2 then u(x) + u(x)J = 0, if x(D) = 2 then u(x) + 
+u(x)J=H(x, x). In both cases u(x) u(x)J=N,,(L(x)). Ohoose x, y E Vn(D) 
withH(x, y)=O. Thenu(x, y)+u(x, yV = 0 andu(x)u(x, yV +u(x,y)u(xV = O. 
(7.3) Same notations as in (7.1). IJ : G+ n Ol-+ N,,(D*). IJ is a homo-
morphism. 
Proof: (i) Ifn=1 then the statement follows as in the proof of (7.1). 
(ii) Suppose n> 2. Let L = L e, u = ue : Vn(D) -+ Ol, (if X(D) # 2 then 
Q=lh). G+ n Ol is generated as a multiplicative group by the inverse 
images under cp of the quasi-symmetries in OU(n, D, L). 
Let (a; eX) be an orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry, then (a; eX) induces 
an inner automorphism g(~+u(a)) of 0 where ~=eX-I+L(a)", ~ E k. Now 
by (7.2) we have (~+u(a))(~+u(a)V =N,,(eX-I ) E N,,(D*). 
Furthermore IJ is a homomorphism. 
Remark: Now we have seen that c EG+ n Ol, cp(c)=(al; eXI) .•. (ap; eXp) 
with (ai; eXi) is an orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry (i=l, ... ,p) 
implies IJ(c) E (IIf-l N"(eXi))·(k*)2. So one can define the spinornorm 
s : OU(n, D, L) -+ N,,(D*)j(k*)2 by s{(al; eXl) •.• (ap ; eXp)}= (IIf_1N,,(eXi))' 
·(k*)2 for (ai; eXi) orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry, (i=l, ... ,p). 
The spinornorm can also be defined in another way, which is not mentioned 
here. 
The kernel of IJ in G+ n Ol is Go+ n Ol, so we have the exact sequence 
I-+Go+ n Ol-+G+ n Ol~N,,(D*). If 'ilL> 1 then the sequence can be 
completed. Go+ n Ol is-up to isomorphism-uniquely determined. 
We shall denote cp(Go+ n Ol) by OU'(n, D, L) and have then the exact 
sequence 1 -+ {-I, + I} -+ Go+ n Ol-'E_ OU'(n, D, L) -+ l. 
It is easy to prove that OU'(n, D, L) is independent of the choice of 
K, l, e. OU'(n, D, L) = {v E OU(n, D, L) Js(v) = (k*)2}. 
If one extends k to its algebraic closure fe, then OU'(n, D, L) becomes 
the set of k-rational points of a connected linear semi-simple algebraic 
group of type Dn, which is defined over k. Go+ n Ol is then the set of 
k-rational points of the simply connected covering group. So it makes 
sense to call Go+ n Ol the spingroup of L. 
In the following sections we need the theorem: 
(7.4) Same notations as before. Let aEGo+nOl, a¢k,(a-l)2=0. 
Then 'IlH>I; if X(D)=2 and n=2 or n=3 then 'IlL=l. 
Proof: Write cp(a)=t. Ohoose x E Vn(D). Then (t-i)x=axa-I-x= 
=axaJ-x and (t-i)2x=2(a-l) x (a-IV so (t-i)4x=0. Hence there is 
a pair xo, Xl E Vn(D) such that Xo = t(XI) - Xl, t(xo) = Xo # O. Now H (xo, Xo) = 0 
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and 'l'H;;;' l. If X(D) = 2 even (t - i)2 = 0 so (t - i) Vn(D) C {x E Vn(D) I (t - i)x = 
= O}. If furthermore n= 2 or n= 3 then dimD (t-i) Vn(D) = 1 so t= (xo; n 
and a=~+17u(xo), ~,17 E k. Now L(xo) E k so 'l'L= l. 
8. The second extended Olifford group 
The results of this section have been found in analogy with. [14J. 
Since the case characteristic 2 was excluded there we will give direct 
proofs for the theorems that work for characteristic 2 too. 
(8.1) Let Cl be the Clifford algebra belonging to L E g'I(n,D), let 
u: Vn(D) -J>- Cl satisfy the axioms for a normalized quadratic quaternion 
form Le of L. Then there is for every s E GOU(n, D, L) with ratio iX a unique 
automorphism Ss: Ol-J>- Ol such that Ss(u(x)) = iX-I u(s(x)) for every 
x E Vn(D). 
Remark: Ss(~) = ~ for ~ E k. 
Pro of: (i) If u satisfies the axioms for Le then iX-IU 0 s satisfies the 
axioms for Le. So by (5.13) we know that iX-IU 0 S can be extended in a 
unique way to an automorphism of Ol. 
(ii) Let L=P+lR, 0 the Clifford algebra of R, O+=Ol 0lc K. One can 
prove this theorem (except the uniqueness) by defining Ss : 0+ -J>- 0+ by 
S8(XI ... X2P)=iX-PS(XI) ... s(xp ) for Xi E V2n(K), i=l, ... , 2p, Ss is an 
automorphism; see [14] if X(D)i=2. 
Let y : Ol-J>- Ol be an automorphism such that y(~) = ~ for every ~ E k. 
Then y maps Z(Ol) into Z(Ol). Either y(z) = z for every z E Z(Ol) or y(z) =z 
for every z EZ(Ol). Denote GOU+(n, D, L) = {s EGOU(n, D, L) I Ss(z) =Z for 
every Z EZ(Ol)}. GOU+(n, D, L) is called the group of the proper similitudes, 
it is an invariant subgroup of index one or two in GOU(n, D, L). 
s EGOU+(n, D, L) if and only if S8 is an inner automorphism of Ol. 
(8.2) Let L E o~'t(n, D), Ol is the Clifford algebra belonging to L, D=K ffilK, 
L=P+lR, 0 the Olifford algebra of R, O+=Ol 0k K. Suppose y : Ol-J>- Ol 
is an automorphism such that y(~) = ~ for every ~ E k. Then y can be extended 
to an inner automorphism g(a) of o. 
Proof: Let -, T, 1" be defined as in sections 6,4. Suppose that y is not 
an inner transformation of Cl. Choose x E Vn(D) such that R(x) i= o. 
Define g(x): O-J>-O by g(x)c=xcx-I for c EO. Now g(x)z=z for every 
z E Z(O+) so g(x) 0 y(z) = z for every z E Z(O+). There is abE 0+ such 
that g(x) 0 y=g(b). The restriction of g(xb) to Ol is just the mapping y, 
g(xb) is an inner automorphism of 0, choose a=xb. 
Remark: The theorem holds for every automorphism y : 0+ -J>- 0+ 
such that y(~) = ~ for every ~ E K. 
(8.3) Same notations as in (8.2). Suppose n;;;. 2. Let s E GOU(n, D, L) 
23 Series A 
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with ratio ex, S =Ss : Ol -+ Ol as in (8.1). Then there are a E 0* and z E Z(O+) 
such that S8(u(x))=au(x)a-1 and axa-l=s(x)z for every x E Vn(D). More-
over ex-I=NK(z). Furthermore: s EGOU+(n, D, L)"* one can choose a EOl, 
z EZ(Ol). 
Proof: (i) Choose Ss: 0+-+0+ as in the proof of (8.1); so Ss(xy)= 
=ex-ls(x)s(y) for x, y E Vn(D). By (8.2) (remark) there is an a E 0* such 
that axya-l = ex-ls(x)s(y) for x, y E V2n(K), so au(x)a-l = ex-1u(s(x)) for 
x E Vn(D). Now for every y E pn(K) we know that {axa-ls(x)} axya-l = 
=axya-l {axa-ls(x)} so if R(x) # 0 then axa-ls(x) E Z(O+). We now know 
that axa-l = s(x)z(x), z(x) E Z(O+) for x E Vn(D) with R(x) # O. 
(ii) With r(x, y) = ex-1r(s(x), s(y)) it is easy to see that z(x) = z for R(x) # O. 
By the linearity of s we see that axa-l=s(x)z for every x E Vn(D). 
(iij) au(x)a-l=u (s(x)) zz so ex-I=NK(z). 
(iv) If s E GOU+(n, D, L) then one may choose a E Ol and then z E Z(Ol) 
as sT =Ts. If a E Ol then Ss is an inner automorphism of Ol and 
s EGOU+(n, D, L). 
(8.4) Suppose n:;;;.2. Let ex be the ratio of a similitude s EGOU+(n, D,L), 
then ex E NIc(Z(Ol)). 
(8.5) (Lemma) Same notations as in (8.2). n:;;;.2. Let zoEZ(Ol) such 
that Zo = - zo if x(D) # 2 and Zo + Zo = 1 if x(D) = 2. Suppose a E Ol* , 
O#x E Vn(D), axa-l=p+qzo with p, q E Vn(D). Then axa-l=sz with 
s E Vn(D), z E Z(O+), au(x)a-l E u(s)· k*. One can choose s, z such that 
z EZ(Ol). 
Proof: (i) ax2a-1 E K implies pqzo+qpzo E K so pq E K, therefore 
p, q are linearly dependent over K. So we may write p+qzo=sz with 
s E Vn(D), z E Z(O+). Moreover aT(x)a-1 =T(s)-r(z). 
(ii) au (x) a-I = sz T (s)-r(z) - ,;/1r (x, T (x)) = u(s) z-r(z) + e"r(s, T (s)) z-r(z) -
- e"r(x, T(x)). So au(x)a-l E Ol implies that -r(z-r(z)) =z-r(z) and z-r(z) E k*, 
au(x)a-l E u(s) . k*. Multiplying z by a suitable factor in K* makes -r(z) = z 
so z EZ(Ol). 
(8.6) (Theorem) Suppose n:;;;.2. Let Ol be the Olifford algebra, belonging 
to L E 21(n, D) and let u : Vn(D) -+ Ol satisfy the axioms for a normalized 
quadratic quaternion form Le of L. Suppose y : Ol -+ Ol is an automorphism 
such that y(~)=~ for ~ E k and such that there are mappings g : Vn(D) -+ k, 
G: Vn(D)-+ Vn(D) which satisfy you(x)=g(x)uoG(x) for every x E Vn(D). 
Then there is a similitude s E GOU(n, D, L) with ratio ex and such that 
yo u=ex-l uo s, s is determined up to a factor in k*. 
Proof: The proof goes in several steps. We may suppose u=u(!' L=L(!, 
f= f(L). 
(i) y is an automorphism so g(x) = 0 "* x = O. 
(ii) Using axiom III: N ~(x) = g(X)2 N ~(G(x)) for x E Vn(D). If X(D) = 2 
then H(x, x)=g(x) H(G(x), G(x)) for x E Vn(D). 
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Hence H(x, xb" ° if and only if H(G(x), G(x)) # 0. 
(iii) Using (5.16), (5.18) and (i), (ii): If x, y E Vn(D), H(x, x)H(y, y)#O 
then H(x, y) = ° if and only if H(G(x), G(y)) = 0. 
(iv) Now we are going to prove: x, y E Vn(D), H(x,x)H(y, y) # 0, H(x,y) = ° 
implies that there is an r;(x,y) ED* such that yo u(x,y) =u(G(x),G(y)r;(x,y)). 
Proof: Using (5.16) for x,x+YEVn(D) with H(x,y)=O one finds 
yo u(x, y H(x, x)) =g(x)g(x+y)u (G(x), G(x+y)H(G(x+y), G(x))). 
So yo u(x, y)=u(G(x), a)=u(G(y), b) with a, bE Vn(D). By (5.19) and the 
special conditions for x, y so for G(x), G(y) we have a=G(x)~(x, y) + 
+G(y)r;(x, y) with ~(x, y), r;(x, y) ED. Now ~(x, y) E H(G(x), G(x))·k so 
yo u(x, y) =u(G(x), G(y)r;(x, y)). Note that r;(x, y) = r;(y, x)" E D*. 
(v) Using (5.4) one gets N"t](x, y)=g(x)g(y) and L(x)L(y)"+L(y)L(x)"= 
=L(G(x) )r;(x,y)" L(G(y) )"r;(x,y) + r;(x,y)"L(G(y) )r;(x,y)L(G(x))" for x, y E Vn(D) 
with H(x, x)H(y, y) # ° and H(x, y) = 0. 
(vi) Suppose H(x, x)H(z, z) # 0, H(x, z) = 0. Using axiom V one gets 
(a) G(zL(z))r;(x, zL(z)) =G(z)r;(x, z) 'r;(x, z)-lg(z)L(G(z))r;(x, z). 
(b) G(zL(x)")r;(x, zL(x)") =G(z)r;(x, z) .g(x)L(G(x))". 
(c) G(zL(z)L(x)")r;(x, zL(z)L(x)") = 
= G(z)r;(x, z) 'r;(x, z)"L(G(z))r;(x, z) L(G(x))". 
(vii) Suppose H(x, x)H(y, y)H(z, z) # 0, H(x, y) =H(y, z) =H(z, x) = 0. 
Using (5.7) one gets 
(d) g(x)r;(z, y) =r;(x, y)r;(z, x). 
(e) G(zL(y))r;(x, zL(y)) =G(z)r;(x, z) 'r;(x, y)-lg(y)L(G(y))r;(x, y). 
(viii) Choose x, y E Vn(D) such that H(x, x)H(y, y) # 0, H(x, y) = 0, 
D = <1, L(x), L(y), L(x)L(Y)k. Denote W = {a E Vn(D) I H(a, a) # ° and 
H(a, x) = O}. Define A : W ..... Vn(D) by A(a) =G(a)r;(x, a) for a E W. For 
every a E W is you(x, a) =u(G(x), A(a)) so if a, b, a+b E W then A(a+b) = 
=A(a)+A(b). A can be extended in exactly one manner to an additive 
mapping, defined on X = {a E Vn(D) I H(a, x) = O}. We denote this mapping 
again by A. For every aEX is you(x,a)=u(G(x),A(a)). For every a EX, 
~Ek is A(a~)=A(a)~. For every aEW is A(aL(x)")=A(a).g(x)L(G(x))" 
(using (b)), A(aL(y))=A(a)'r;(x, y)-lg(y)L(G(y))r;(x, y) (using (e) and (a)) 
and A(aL(y)L(x)")=A(a)'r;(x, y)"L(G(y))r;(x, y)L(G(x))" (using (e), (b) and 
(c)). Hence for a E X, A ED we have A(aA) =A(a)ex(A) where ex : D ..... D 
does not depend on the choice of a. ex turns out to be an automorphism 
of D which acts on the center k of D as the identity, so there is a (3 E D* 
such that ex(A) = (3A(3-1 for every A ED. 
(ix) Same notations. Define S : Vn(D) ..... Vn(D) by S(XA) =G(x)g(X)(3A for 
A ED, s(a)=A(a)(3 for a EX and s(xA+a)=s(xA)+s(a) for A ED, a EX. 
S is linear over D, for example s(aA) =A(a)ex(A)(3 = s(a)A for aEX, AED. 
Choose A ED. (3L(X)(3-1 = ex(L(x)) = g(x)L(G(x)) so L(S(XA)) - g(x)N ,,((3)L(XA) = 
= f(G(x), g(X)(3A) - g(x) N,,((3)f(x, A) E k. Choose a E W. (3L(a)(3-1 = ex(L(a)) = 
= r;(x, a)-l g(a) L(G(a)) r;(x, a) hence L(s(a)) - g(x) N,,((3) L(a) = 
= f(G(a), r;(x, a)(3) E k, so for a E X is L(s(a)) - g(x)N,,((3)L(a) E k; again by 
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condition (iv) for L is Lo s-g(x)NaU3)L: Vn(D)---7-k so s EGOU(n,D,L) 
with ratio g(x)Na(~). Moreover f(G(x), g(X)~A) = g(x)Na(~) f(x, A) for A ED, 
f(G(a), 1](x, a)~)=O for a E W. So u(s(xA))=g(x)Na(~) yOU(XA) for A ED, 
and u(s(a)) =g(x)Na(~) you(a) for a E W. Now it is easy to compute that 
uo s=g(x)Na(~) yo u. 
(x) Use (8.3): If yo u(x) = a1t(x)a-I for every x E Vn(D) then a is 
determined up to a factor in Z(Ol), hence s(x)z is determined up to a 
factor in Nk(Z(Ol)*), and s is determined up to a factor in k*. 
Let us denote (9+= {a EOlI a-I EOl and there are mappings g : Vn(D) ---7- k, 
G : Vn(D) ---7- Vn(D) such that au(x)a-I = g(x)u(G(x)) for every x E vn(D)}. 
Suppose n;>2 then we have the exact sequence 
1---7-Z(0l)*---7-(9+~PGOU+(n,D,L)---7-1 where PGOU+(n, D, L) has the 
usual meaning. We call (9+ the second extended Olifford group of L. 
In [14] for X(K) of 2, n;> 2 the extended Clifford group e of a quadratic 
form R is defined (0 denoting the Clifford algebra of R) as e = {a EO I a-I EO 
and aM[2]a-I C M[2]} where M[2] is the subspace of 0 generated by 
{ab - ba I a, b E V2n(K)}. It is proved there that any a E e define a similitude 
s E GO(2n, K, R) (up to a factor in K*) if n> 1. 
e+ is defined as the subgroup of e consisting of those elements which 
correspond with proper similitudes s E GO+(2n, K, R) (acting as the 
identity on the center Z(O+) of 0+). We shall call e+ the second extended 
Olifford group of R. 
(8.7) Same notations as in (8.2). If n;> 2, X(D) of 2, e+ is the second 
extended Olifford group of R, (9+ is the second extended Olifford group of 
L, then (9+ = e+ n Ol. 
Proof: (i) Using (v) in the proof of (4.5) one gets M[2] = Ol(l) &h K 
where 0l(1) is the vector space generated over k by {u(x) I x E vn(D)}. So 
(9+ C e+ n Ol. 
(ii) If a E e+ n Ol then by [14] we know that a defines a similitude in 
GO(2n, K, R), as a E Ol this similitude can be multiplied by a factor such 
that it commutes with T (see (8.5)) so a E (9+. 
(8.8) n;> 2. OU(n, D, L) C GOU+(n, D, L) and G+ n Ol C (9+. 
(8.9) If n=2k+1 then IJ: (9+---7-k*; if n=2k then IJ: (9+---7-Z(Ol)*, 
in the last case we have for every a E (9+ : a E G+ n Ol ~ IJ(a) E k*. In 
both cases IJ is a homomorphism. 
Proof: Let a E (9+, S EGOU+(n, D, L), z EZ(Ol) such that a-Ixa=s(x)z 
for x E Vn(D). aJx(a-IV = s(x)(zV, aaJx(aaJ)-l=xz-I(zV. Use (6.3): if 
n=2k+ 1 then aaJx (aaJ)-l=x for x E Vn(D) so aaJ EZ(O*)=K*, hence 
aaJ E k*; if n = 2k then aaJx (aaJ)-l = xz-Iz, now aaJu(x)(aaJ)-l = u(x) for 
x E Vn(D) so aaJ EZ(Ol)*. If aaJ E k* then z=z so z E k* and a E G+ n Ol. 
Remark: If X(D)of2 there is a similar theorem for e+ (see [14]). 
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We denote the kernel of IJ in (j+ resp. {9+ by (jo+ resp. {90+ (if defined). 
So we can make the exact sequences 
1 --+ (jo+ --+ (j+ ~Z(C+)* and 1 --+ {90+ --+ (9+ ~Z(Cl)*. 
We know that (jo+ n Cl= {90+, (90+ is called the reduced extended Clifford 
group of L. 
(8.10) n;;;.2. Same notations as in (8.5). Suppose a ECl*, axa-I=p(x)+ 
+q(x)zo with p, q : Vn(D) --+ Vn(D). Then a E {9+. 
9. Low dimensions (n= 2) 
We take L=LQ, u=ue : Vn(D) --+ Cl as usual, so if X(D) =1= 2 then e=lh. 
(9.1) n=2. If Z(Cl) is a field then Cl is a quaternion algebra over Z(Cl). 
If Z(Cl) has zerodivisors then Cl is isomorphic with the direct sum of two 
quaternion algebras over k. In both cases J induces the usual involution for 
quaternion algebras. 
Proof: Let e, f be a basis of V2(D), satisfying the conditions of (5.11). 
(A) Z(Cl) is a field. 
Write Zo as in (6.1). Cl=(l, u(e), u(e, f), u(e)u(e, f)Z(CI); (I, u(e)Z(cl) 
is a separable quadratic extension field of Z(Cl). If X(D) =1= 2 then 
u(e, f)2= _2zo+lj4{H(e, e)H(f, f)+H(f, f)H(e, en EZ(Cl). If X(D)=2 then 
u(e, f)2 = zoH(e, e)H(f, f)+L(e)L(ft+L(f)L(et EZ(Cl). By (6.3) and (7.2) 
J is the usual involution. 
(B) Z(Cl) has zerodivisors. 
First we give the construction of two algebras AI, A2 with center k, 
simple, such that Clzi=Aizi (i=l, 2) where ZI,Z2 are chosen as in (6.4). 
We write E=(l, u(e), u(e, f), u(e)u(e, f)k. Now we can define mappings 
'ljJi : Cl--+ E by 'ljJi(a)zi=azi for every a E Cl. We get Ai(i= 1,2) by taking 
in E the addition of Cl and defining multiplication by a( x hb = 'ljJi( ab) for 
a, bEE. These definitions make 'ljJi into a homomorphism. (I, u(e)k is a 
separable quadratic extension field of k in Ai(i= 1,2). Let Ci(i= 1,2) 
be as in (6.4). If X(D) =1= 2 then u(e, f)( x )i u(e, f) = 2Ci + IMH(e, e)H(f, f) + 
+H(f, f)H(e, en E k. 
If x(D) = 2 then u(e, f) (X)i u(e, f) = (1 + Ci) H(e, e) H(f, f) + L(e) L(ft + 
+L(f)L(et E k. Let j(i) : Ai --+ Ai be defined by aj(i) = 'ljJi(aJ ) , j(i) works 
as the usual involution for quaternion algebras. 
(9.2) n=2. {9+={aEClla-IECl}, G+nCl={aECllaaJEk*}, {90+= 
= Go + n Cl = {a E Cl I aaJ = I}. 
Proof: (i) Write D=K EB lK, L=P+lR, C is the Clifford algebra of R, 
C+ = Cl ®k K. Let Zo E Z(Cl) be as usual, a E Cl such that a-I E Cl. 
Then for every x E Vn(D) we have axa-I = p(x) + q(x)zo with p(x), 
q(x) E Vn(D), because this is the general form of terms of odd degree. 
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So a E @+ by (8.10). Furthermore a E G+ n OZ if and only if aaJ E k* 
by (8.9). 
(ii) The inverse statements follow by the definitions and by (8.9). 
(9.3) n=2, 'VL= 1. Then Ol ~ M(2, k) EEl D, IJ induces the usual norm 
on D and the usual determinant mapping on M(2, k). 1/ d ED, m E M(2, k) 
then dm=md=O. 
Proof: Let /(L) belong to L by definition. As we assumed L=Le, 
there is a basis a,b of V2(D) such that L(a)=L(b)=O, H(a,b)=1. If 
X(D) oF 2 choose IX E D* with IX + lXa = ° and choose e = alX + b, /0 = alXa + b. 
If X(D) = 2 choose IX = e,e = alX + blXa,/O= alXa + blX. ThenH(e,f) = O,L(e) = -IX, 
L(fo)=IX. Choose A ED such that L(foA) ¢ <1, L(e)k and denote /=/oA. 
Now e, / is a basis of V2(D), satisfying the conditions of (5.11). Let 
K =<1, L(e)k' let l E D* with l+la=o, l~=~al for ~ E K. 
Write A=~+lrJ with~, rJ E K. Then L(f)=(~a_lrJ)L(fo)(~+lrJ)+/(L)(fo, A) E 
E l{L(fot - L(fo) HrJ + K so ~rJ oF 0. 
(A) X(D) oF 2. Na(L(e)L(fo)) E (k*)2 so Z(OZ) is not a field. Use the 
notations of (9.1), one can take Ci = (_l)HIN a(A)Na(L(e)); u(e, f)( x hu(e,f) = 
= 4NA~)Na(L(e)) E N a<l, L(e)k = N j (I)<l, u(e)k and u(e,f)( x )2u(e,f) = 
=4flNa(rJ)Na(L(e)) ¢ N j (2)<1, u(e)k. So Al has zerodivisors, Al ~ M(2, k) 
and A2 is a division algebra, A 2 ::::::: D. 
(B) X(D)=2. First remark that /(L)(fo, A)=flNa(rJ) see section 4, II. 
Na(H(e, e)-IL(e)) + Na(H(f, f)-IL(f))='f)(Na(A)-lflNa(rJ)) so Z(Ol) is not a 
field. Take CI=l+Na(A)-lflNa(rJ), C2=Na(A)-lflNa(rJ); u(e,f)(xhu(e,f)= 
= Na(A) Cl = Nam ENa<l, L(e)k = Nj(I) <1, u(e)k; u(e, f) (X)2 u(e, f) = 
=flNa(rJ) ¢ N j (2)(1, u(e)k. So Al ~ M(2, k) and A2 ~ D. 
Denote D*={A ED I A-I ED} and DI={A ED I AAa=l}. 
(9.4) n=2, VL= 1. Then G+nOZ ~ {(al,a2) EGl(2,k) x D* I det al=Na(a2)}, 
Go+ n Ol ~ 8l(2, k) x Dl, OU (2, D, L) ~ {(aI, a2) E Gl(2, k) x D* I det al = 
= N a(a2)}/ {(A,A) I AEk*} and OU'(2,D,L) ~8l(2,k) x Dl /{( -1,-1),( +1,+1)}. 
Proof: In the notations of (9.1) and (9.3): a E G+ n Ol",* a='/j!I(a)zl + 
+'/j!2(a)z2 and aaJ E k* "'* '/j!1(a)( x h'/j!l(a)j(l) = '/j!2(a) ( x )2'/j!2(a)j(2) E k*. Now 
ij(l) is the determinant mapping on Al and ij(2) the usual norm on A 2. 
(9.5) n=2,vL=1. Then OU'(2,D,L)=[OU(2,D,L),OU(2,D,L)] but 
OU'(2, D, L)oFTOU(2, D, L). 
Proof: We repeat the exact sequences l--+k* --+G+nOl~OU(n,D,L)--+ 
--+ 1 and 1 --+ {-1, + 1} --+ Go+ n Ol ~OU'(n, D, L) --+ 1. 
Use the notations of (9.4). 
(i) As k is infinite, 8l(2, k)= [8l(2, k), 8l(2, k)], see [1] chap. IV. If 
PIZI +Z2 E Go+ n OZ, PI E Al then PI E 8l(2, k) and PIZI +Z2 E [Go+ n OZ, 
Go+ n Ol] so cp(PZl +Z2) E [OU(2, D, L), OU(2, D, L)]. Dl= [D*, D*]. If 
ZI +P2Z2 E Go+ n OZ, P2 E A2 then P2 E Dl. Now let P2=1Xj3IX-I(J-1 with 
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iX, (3 E D*. With the help of the matrices ( NG6iX ) ~) and (NG~) none 
can prove that Zl +p2Z2 E [G+ n Ol, G+ n Ol] so CP(ZI +P2Z2) E [OU(2,D,L), 
OU(2, D, L)]. 
(ii) TOU(2, D, L) is the subgroup of OU(2, D, L), generated by the 
(a; IX) with L(a)=O, and cp-ITOU(2, D, L) "" (8l(2, k) EEl l)k*. Further-
more we see that TOU(2, D, L) "" 8l(2, k). 
(9.6) n» 2, YL» 1. Then OU'(n, D, L) = [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)]. 
Proof: Let W be a hyperbolic plane in Vn(D). 
(i) Let a, b E Vn(D), L(a) -L(b) E k. Then by (3.5) there is aUEOU(n,D,L) 
such that u(a)=b. Let (a; IX) EOU(n, D, L). u(a; iX)U-I=(u(a); iX)=(b; IX) 
so (a; iX)(b; _iXG) E [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)]. 
(ii) Choose u EOU'(n, D, L), write u=(al; iXI) ... (ap ; iXp). Choose bj E W 
such that L(bj)-L(aj) E k (j=1, ... ,p). Write v=(bp ; _iXpG) ... (bl ; -iXIG), 
VI for the restriction of V to W. Now VI E OU'(2, D, L) for 
8(VI) = II}=pNG( _iXG). (k*)2 = IIr=l Na(iX). (k*)2=8(U) = (k*)2 where 8 denotes 
the spinornorm as defined in section 7. 
SO VI E [OU(2, D, L), OU(2, D, L)] and V E [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)]. 
(iij) With (i) one can prove that uv E [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)] so 
U E [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)]. 
(iv) It is clear that [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)] C OU'(n, D, L). 
(9.7) n=2, YL=O. Either 01 i8 a quaternion divi8ion algebra over Z(Ol) 
and {9o+=Go+ nOl={a EOlINcl!z(CI)(a)=l} or Ol i8 i80morphic with the 
direct 8um ot two quaternion divi8ion algebra8 AI, A2 and {9o+=Go+ n Ol "" 
"" {(aI, a2) I at E Ai and N Aolk(ai) = 1}. 
Proof: (i) (A) Z(Ol) is a field. 
If Ol had zerodivisors then Ol "" M(2, Z(Ol)) and there was an a E Ol, 
a¢k with aaJ =l and (a-l)2=0. So by (7.4) we had YL=1. 
(B) Z(Ol) has zerodivisors. 
0l=Alz1 +A2z2 as in (9.1). If Ai, say AI, had zerodivisors then there was 
an a E A!, a ¢ k with aaj(l) = 1 and (a-l)( x h(a-l) = O. 
So aZI+z2EGo+nOl and aZI+Z2¢k, (azl+Z2-1)2=0. Again by (7.4) 
we had YL= 1. 
(ii) The rest of the proof follows from the remark that on a quaternion 
division algebra the reduced norm is the same as the norm, induced by 
the usual involution. 
10. Low dimen8ion8 (n= 3) 
To get a suitable description of Ol for n = 3 we have to generalize the 
notion of crossed-product of a field and a Galois-group of that field, see 
[12] § 144. 
Let A be a commutative ring with identity, which may contain zero-
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divisors. Denote A * = g E A I ~-1 E A} and let A ° be the set of zero divisors 
of A. Let G be a finite group of ringautomorphisms A --+ A such that for 
every s, t E G, s i= t there is a ~(s, t) E A for which 0 i= S~(s, t) - t~(s, t) 1= AO. 
Now let sf be a (left) A-algebra such that 
(1) There is a mapping a: G --+sf for which {as Is EG} is a basis ofsf 
as left A-module. 
(2) There is a mapping ex : G x G --+ A * such that for every s, t E G, 
~, 'Y} E A (~as)('Y}at) = ~s'Y}ex(s, t)ast, ex(i, G) = ex(G, i) = {I}. 
(3) ex is a co cycle which means that ex(s, t)ex(st, u) = sex(t, ~£ )ex(s, tu) for 
every s, t, u E G. 
Denote sf =d(G, A, a, ex). 
The co cycle relation makes sf(G, A, a, ex) associative, so sf(G, A, a, ex) is 
a ring. Moreover {as Is EG} Csf*. Now choosesf(G,A,a,ex) and 38(G,A,b,f3). 
We say ex r-..J f3 it and only it there is a mapping A : G --+ A * such that 
A(S)SA(t)f3(S, t) = ex(s, t)A(St) tor every s, t E G. r-..J is an equivalence relation. 
(10.1) sf(G, A, a, ex) r-.J A fJ6(G, A, b, f3) it and only it ex r-..J f3. 
Proof: (i) let cp : sf(G, A, a, ex) --+38(G, A, b, f3) be an A-isomorphism, 
so cp(~) = ~ for every ~ EA. Denote cp(as) = .zUEG ~u(s)bu, ~u(s) EA. For 
every ~EA is O=cp(as~-S~as)=.zuEG{~u(s)U~_S~~u(s)}bu so for every 
~ EA is (U~_8~)~U(S)=0. By the special condition for G ~u(s)=O if ui=s 
and cp(as) = ~(s)bs. Moreover ~(s) E A *. As {bs Is E G} C 38(G, A, b, f3) the 
mapping ~ : G -+ A * satisfies the equivalence relation. 
(ii) If ex r-..J f3 and A : G --+ A * induces the equivalence then 
cp : {as Is E G} --+ fJ6(G, A, b, f3) defined by cp(as) =A(s)bs can be extended 
to an A-isomorphism. 
Denote A(G) = {~ E A I s~ = ~ for every s E G}. A(G) is the center of 
sf(G, A, a, ex). If A is a field and G Galoisgroup of A over A(G) then 
sf(G, L, a, ex) is the usual crossed-product of A with G. 
Examples: (1) If A is a commutative algebra, if G=S2 satisfies 
the special conditions for G and A(G) is a field, then sf(G, A, a, ex) is a 
composition algebra over A(G) with ei=SEG as involution. 
(2) It A is a field, G=S2XS2, then we call sf(G,A,a, ex) asenidenion 
algebra over A(G). It A is a commutative algebra over A(G), it G=S2 XS2 
satisfies the special conditions tor G and A(G) is a field, then sf(G, A, a, ex) 
is called a semi senidenion algebra over A(G). 
Now take L=Le, u=ue : Vn(D) -+ Ol as usual. 
(10.2) n=3. It Z(Ol) is a field then Ol is a semi senidenion algebra over 
Z(Ol). J is not the identity mapping on Z(Ol). It Z(Ol) has zerodivisors, 
then Ol is isomorphic with the direct sum of two anti-isomorphic semi seni-
denion algebras over k. J induces the anti-isomorphism. 
Proof: (i) Choose a basis e, t, g satisfying the conditions of (5.11). 
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Denote by A the algebra generated over k by {u(e), u(f), u(g)}. Choose 
ZO,Zl,Z2 as in (6.4). Take x=l or take X=Zi (i=l, 2) if Z(Ol) has zero-
divisors. Then Ax is a commutative ring with identity x. 
(ii) Denote u(e, f)2=A8,s, u(e, g)2=At,t. By (5.8) and the good choice of 
the basis we know that As,s, At,t E A *, so u(e, f), u(e, g), u(e, f)u(e, g) E Ol*. 
Furthermore As,sX, At,tX E (Ax)* and u(e, I)x, u(e, g)x, u(e, f)u(e, g)xE(Olx)*. 
(iij) Let G be the group generated by the mappings s, t : Ax --+ Ax 
defined by u(e, f)c=scu(e, f) for c E Ax, u(e, g)c=tcu(e, g) for c E Ax. 
Denote the identity in G by i, then s2=t2=i, sti=i, si=i, ti=i. 
(iv) Write u(e, g) u(e, f) =At,s u(e, f)u(e, g). Using (5.20) one gets 
At,sa u(e, g) = tAs,s u(e, g) where u(e, f)u(e, g)u(e, f) = a u(e, g); as u(e, g) 1= 010 
we know that At,sa=tAs,s. Now At,s st(Af..) = 1 and As,sEA* so a,At,sEA* 
and ax, At,sX E (Ax)*. 
(v) Using the fact that At,su(e, f)u(e, g) 1= 010 one can prove from the 
definitions that st=ts, hence G=S2 XS2. 
(vi) Olx has distributive multiplication. Define a : G --+ Olx by ai = x, 
as=u(e, f)x, at=u(e, g)x, ast=u(e, f)u(e, g)x. a(G) C (Olx)* and one can 
define iX: G x G --+ Olx by asat = iX(S, t)a .• t. The elements As,sX, At,tX, 
At,sX E (Ax)* determine iX entirely by multiplication so iX : G x G --+ (Ax)*. 
The elements as are left linearly independent over Ax for dimk Ol is 
maximal, and they generate Olx as left Ax-module. The cocycle relation 
holds for 01 is associative. 
Furthermore G satisfies the special condition. So Olx=d(Sz XS2, A, a, iX). 
(vii) The statement about J follows by (6.3). 
Let L E 2 1(3, D), D=K EEl lK, L=P+lR, H belonging to L as in (1.4), 
r denoting the symmetric bilinear form belonging to R. Let 0 be the 
Clifford algebra of R, 0+=01 ®k K, u : V 3(D) --+ Ol as usual. Let e, I, g 
be a basis of V3(D), orthogonal with respect to H. Denote by A(e, I, g) 
the algebra generated over K by {u(e), u(f), u(g)}. Let X(e, I) = (el, eT(f), 
T(e)/, T(e)T(f)K; X(e, I, g) =X(e, I) EEl X(e, g) EEl X(/, g); W (e, I, g) = 
=X(e, I) g EEl X(e, I) T(g). 
(10.3) (Lemma) n=3. Same notations as above, let Zo be as in (6.1). 
Suppose c E 0-0+, c contains only terms 01 odd "degree", c=cJ and c2 E K. 
Then il X(D)i=2 then c=p+qzo with p, q E V6(K); il X(D)=2 then 
c=p+qzo+w with p, q E V6(K), WE W(e, I, g) and writing w=xlg+ 
+yT(f)g+zIT(g)+tT(f)T(g) with x, y, z, t E (e, T(e)K one finds r(x, t)+ 
+r(y, z)=O. 
Pr 0 0 f : We only give the proof if X(D) = 2. 
(i) Denote E=H(e, e)-lu(e), F=H(f, f)- lu(f), g=H(g, g)-IU (g), so zo=E+ 
+F+G. As c contains only terms of odd "degree" we have c=x+y1E+ 
+y2F+y3G+ltFG+t2EG+t3EF+w with x E V6(K), Yl E (I, T(f),g,T(g)K, 
Y2 E (e, T(e), g, T(g)K, Y3 E (e, T(e), I, T(f)K, tl E (e, T(e)K, t2 E (/,T(f)K, 
t3 E (g, T(g)K' WE W(e, I, g). From c=cJ follows Yl +Y2+Y3+lt(F+G+ 
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+ 1) +t2(E +G+ 1) +t3(E +F+ 1) = 0 hence t1=t2=t3=0 and ylE +y2F + 
+y3G=a+bzo with a, b EO V6(K). So c=p+qzo+w as stated. 
(ii) Some computation informs: w2 EO A<e, I, g); (p+qzo)w+w(p+qzo) EO 
EOX<e,l,g) for zowEOW<e,l,g) again; (p+qzO)2EOX<e,l,g) EEl <1, u(e), 
'u(f), U(g)K. So (p+qzO+W)2 EO K implies that w2 EO <1, u(e), u(f), U(g)K 
and the coefficient of u(f)u(g), which is r(x, t) +r(y, z), must be zero. 
(10.4) (Theorem) n= 3. Then g+= {a EO Oll aaJ EO k*}. 
Proof: (i) If a EO g+ then a EO Ol and aaJ EO k*, see (S.9). 
(ii) Make a situation as described before (10.3). Choose a EO Ol with 
aaJEOk*. For every XEV3(D),x#0, we have axa-1 EOO-O+, axa-1 
contains only terms of odd "degree", (axa-1V =axa-1 and (axa-1)2 EO K. 
(A) X(D)#2. By (10.3) we know that axa-1=p+qzo with p,qEO V6(K), 
Zo as usual, so by (S.10) we conclude that a EO g+. 
(B) X(D)=2. Denote a={w EO W<e, I, g) I there are x EO V3(D) and 
p, q EO V6(K) such that axa-1=p+qzo+w}. a is a subspace of W<e, I, g), 
linear over K. Define'1fJ: V=(V2(K))4 --+ K by '1fJ(x, y, z, t)=r(x, t)+r(y, z). 
'1fJ is quadratic over K with nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. 
a is isomorphic with a subspace of V, totally singular with respect to '1fJ, 
hence dimK a.;;; 4. So there is an Xl EO V3(D) such that aX1a-1 =P1 +q1Z0, 
(pI, q1 EO V6(K)) and by (S.5) aX1a-1 =SlZl with Sl EO V3(D), Zl EO Z(Ol), 
[remark: Zl does not have the meaning of (6.4)]. 
(1) H(Sl,Sl)#O. Choose e=sl,l,g as basis of V3(D), orthogonal 
with respect to H. Let yEO V3(D), then aya-1=p+qzo+w as in (10.3). 
w EO W<e, I, g) implies that ZlW E W<e, I, g), denote zlw=x'lg+y'T(f)g+ 
+z'IT(g)+t'T(f)T(g) as in (10.3). Now SlZl(P+qZO+W) + (p+qZO+W)SlZl= 
=r(x, y) E K. 
(Sl Zl) w + w (SI Zl) = SI (Zl w) + (ZI w) SI = r (S1, x') Ig + r (Sl' y') T (f) g + 
r(s1, z') IT(g) + r(sl, t') 'P(f) T(g) EO X <I, g); (Sl Zl) (p + qzo) + (p + qzo) Sl Zl = 
=r(sl, P)ZI +SlP(Zl +Zl) +r(s1, q)ZIZ0+S1q(ZIZ0+Z1Z0) EO X(e, I) EB X(e, g) EEl 
EEl <u(e)K EElZ(O+). Hence (SlZl)W+W(SlZl)=O and x', y', z', t' EO <Sl)K. 
Now comparing ZlaT(y)a-1 = T(zl)aT(y)a-1 with zlaya-1 one easily sees 
that x' =y' =z' =t' = Osoaya-1 =p+qzo. So by (S.10) we conclude that a EO g+. 
(2) H(s1, Sl) = O. Choose v EO V3(D) such that H(v, v) = 0, H(s1, v) = 1. 
Choose e EO V3(D) such that H(e, sl)=H(e, v)=O, then H(e, e)#O. (After 
choosing v, e is determined up to a factor in D*). Now take I=Sl(!+V(/" 
g=Slf/'+Ve; e, I, g is a basis of V3(D) orthogonal with respect to H. 
Let y EO V3(D), aya-1=p+qzo+w as in (10.3). Denote ZlW =x'lg + y'T(f)g + 
+z'IT(g)+t'T(f)T(g) as in (10.3). 
(SI Zl) W + W(Sl Zl) = ey'g + e<1 z'l + et' T(g) + e<1t' T(f) EX (e, I) EEl X(e, g). 
Sl Zl(P + qzo) + (p + qzo) Sl Zl EO r(SI' p )ZI + r(s1, q) Zo ZI + eed + e<1e1g + X <I, g) EEl 
EEl<l,u(e),u(f),u(g)K with el EO (e,T(e)K' So t'=O and z'=y'(ee-<1)2. 
Comparing T(Zl) aT(y) a-I with zlaT(y) a-I one easily sees that x' = y' = z' = 
=t' =0. So a E g+. 
(10.5) n=3, Z(Ol) is a field. IIOl has zerodivisors then there are a division 
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algebra 52 and an involutorial anti-automorphism ""' : 52 -+ 52 and an 
element r E {2, 4} such that Ol '"" M(r, 52) and that""' coincides with - on 
the image of Z(Ol). 
Furthermore there is a mapping h: vr(52) x Vr(52) -+ 52, sesquilinear, 
hermitian, tracevalued with respect to ""', nonalternating, nondegenerate, such 
thal 8+ '"" GU(r, 52, h), 8 0+ '"" U(r, 52, h). Moreover: Ph> 1",* n> 1. 
Proof: (i) The existence of such a 52, r, ""' follows by (6.3), the 
simplicity of 01 and by the existence of J : Ol-+ Ol (see [2] § 11, exc. 5). 
Identify the elements of Ol with their images in M(r,52). 
(ii) J is an involution and zJ = z for Z E Z(Ol) so there is an a E Ol* such 
that cJ =ac"'a-1 for c E 01, where (Yij)'" = (Yji) for c= (Yij) E M(r, 52). One 
can choose a such that a"'=a. Now ccJ E k* if and only if there is a A E k* 
such that cac"'=Aa. Let a=(,xij), choose a basis el, ... , er of Vr(52) and 
define h: vr(52) x vr(52) -+ 52 by h(ei, ej) = ,xij, h is sesquilinear with 
respect to ""'. Then h has the required properties, for example h is trace-
valued as ""' : 52 -+ 52 is an involution of the second kind (see [3] § 4 
exc. 1). c E 8+ if and only if c E GU(r, 52, h), c E 8 0+ if and only if 
c E U(r, 52, h), G+ n 01 is an invariant subgroup of GU(r, 52, h), Go+ n 01 
is an invariant subgroup of U(r, 52, h). Suppose Ph> 1. It is well known 
that any invariant subgroup of U(r, 52, h), not contained in the center of 
U(r, 52, h) contains TU(r, 52, h), see [8] II § 4. So TU(r, 52, h) C Go+ n Ol 
and PL> 1 by (7.4). If PL> 1 then U(r, 52, h) contains unipotent elements 
and Ph> 1. 
Remark: We have proved too: if PL> 1 then TU(r, 52, h) C Go+ n 01. 
Denote by Ol<er, ... , ep) the Clifford algebra of the restriction of L 
to <el, ... , ep)n, if defined. 
(10.6) n=3,PL=1. Then Z(Ol) is a field and 0l~M(4,Z(01)). 
Proof: Let e, f, g be a basis of V3(D), satisfying the conditions of (5.11) 
and such that <e, f)n is a hyperbolic plane. Now {u(e)u(f)}2 E (k*)2 resp. 
{H(e, e)-lu(e) +H(f, f)- lu(f)}2 + {H(e, e)-lu(e) +H(f, f)-lu(f)} E .):l(k) so by 
(5.17) we know that Z(Ol) is a field. 
Let tr, t2 denote the idempotents in the center of Ol<e, f), let trOl<e, f) '"" 
r-.J M(2, k). Then trOl tr has zero divisors so 01 '"" M(4, Z(Ol)). 
(10.7) n=3,PL=1. Then there is a mapping h: V4(Z(01)) x V4(Z(01))-+ 
-+ Z(Ol), sesquilinear, hermitian, tracevalued with respect to - : Z(Ol) -+ 
-+ Z(Ol), nonalternating, nondegenerate, such that 8+ ~ GU(4, Z(Ol), h), 
80+~ U(4, Z(Ol), h), Go+ n Ol ~ TU(4, Z(Ol), h). 
Proof: (i) Combine the results of (10.5) and (10.6). 
(ii) Denote U+(4, Z(Ol), h) = {u E U(4, Z(Ol), h) I det U= I} where det is 
the usual determinant function on matrices over commutative fields. As 
Z(Ol) is commutative, it is well known that TU(4, Z(Ol), h) = U+(4,Z(01),h), 
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see [8] II § 5. Now Go+ n Ol C U+(4, Z(Ol), h) for OU'(3, D, L) ~o 
= [OU(3, D, L), OU(3, D, L)] as we have proved in (9.6). 
So Go+ n Ol C TU(4, Z(Ol), h). Now use the remark after (10.5). 
(10.8) n= 3, YL= l. Same notations as in (10.7). OU'(3, D, L) ~ 
~ TU(4, Z(Ol), h)/{ -1, + I} and OU'(3, D, L) =TOU(3, D, L). 
Proof: In § 7 we have seen the exact sequence 1 ~ {-I, + I} ~ 
~Go+nOZ-J'---+OU'(n,D,L)~ 1 so OU'(3,D,L) ~TU(4,Z(Ol),h)/{ -1, + I}. 
Furthermore cp-ITOU(3, D, L) is an invariant subgroup of Go+ n Ol = 
= TU(4, Z(Cl), h) and cp-ITOU(3, D, L) is not contained in the center of 
TU(4, Z(Cl), h) so cp-ITOU(3, D, L)=TU(4, Z(Ol), h) hence TOU(3, D, L)= 
=OU'(3, D, L). 
(10.9) n=3, Z(Ol) has zerodivisors. Then Cl is isomorphic with the direct 
sum of two anti-isomorphic senidenion division algebras over k. 
Proof: Let e, f, g be a basis of V3(D), satisfying the conditions of (5.11). 
(i) Choose ZI, Z2 as in (6.4), write Ol=OlzI EB OlZ2. We give the con-
struction of two simple algebras AI, A2 with center k such that Olz£= A£Zi 
(i = 1, 2), analogue to the construction in (9.1): 
Let B=<I,u(e),u(f),u(e)u(f)k' E=B EBBu(e,j) EBBu(e,g) EBBu(e,j)u(e,g). 
Define "Pi : Ol ~ E by "Pi(a)zi=azi for every a E Ol (i= 1,2). Let A£ be 
the algebra we get by taking in E the addition as in Cl, and defining 
multiplication by a( x )ib = "Pi(ab) for every a, bEE. B is a maximal 
commutative subalgebra, both of Al and A 2 , (x hand (X)2 coincide on B. 
Al and A2 are anti-isomorphic by j : Al ~ A 2, j(a) = "P2(aJ ) for every 
a EA I . 
(ii) Let a EOl, a="PI(a)zl+bz2. Now aaJ Ek* if and only if there is 
an IX E k* such that "PI (a)bJ = IX, so the elements of (9+ are described by 
pairs <a, IX) E Al * x k*. From Al * X k* can be made a multiplicative group 
by defining <a,IX)<b,(3)=<ab,IX(3). Now {9+~AI*xk* and (90+~AI*. 
If there were zerodivisors in Al then Al ~ M(r,~) with r>2 and ~ 
division algebra. But then [AI *, Al *] would contain unipotent elements. If 
(a-I)(xh(a-I)=O, aE[AI*,AI*], a¢=k*, then (azl+a-Jz2-I)2=0, 
aZI +a-Jz2 E [{90+, {90+]. Furthermore [{90+, (90+] C Go+ n Ol so then 
VL= 1 by (7.4). The structure of Ol has been described for VL= 1, we see 
that AI, and hence A 2 , is a division algebra. 
(10.10) n=3, Z(Ol) has zerodivisors. Then there is a senidenion division 
algebra A over k such that {9+ ~ A * x k*, (90+ ~ A *. If x(D) =1= 2 then 
Go+ n Ol ~ {a E A I NA/k(a) = I} and 
OU'(n, D, L) ~ {a E A I NA/k(a) = I} / {-I, + I}. 
Proof: Use the notations of the previous theorem, choose A =AI. 
(i) B is a maximal commutative subfield of A for (dimk B)2=dimk A, 
so A ®k B .'"'-J M(4, B). Choose k eKe D, K =<1, L(e)k' L=P+lR, 0,0+ 
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belonging to R, then R(e)=O so 'PR? 1. K r-..J <1, u(e)k' so there is a 
field Bl such that K C Bl and Bl r-..J B. 0+ ®K Bl is the even Clifford 
algebra one gets from 0+ when the ground field of the underlying vector 
space of 0+ is extended to B1. Let zi(i= 1,2) be as in (6.4).0+ ®K B1= 
=0+ ®K B1z1 ffiO+ ®K B1z2, 0+ ®K B1zi being simple (i= 1,2) (see [4] 
chapter II). 0+ ®K B1z1 r-..J M(4, B). 
(ii) Denote G+(B1), GO+(Bl), e+(Bl), eO+(Bl) for the various groups in 
0+®KB1, 'PR? 1 so 0'(6, B1, R)= [0(6, B1, R), 0(6, B1, R)] (see [4] II.3.9), 
and GO+(Bl) C [O+(BIL O+(Bl)]. Furthermore [6+(Bl)' O+(Bl)] C GO+(Bl) 
so GO+(Bl) = [O+(Bl), 6+(B)]. 
(iij) By the same considerations as used in the proof of (10.9) we see 
that O+(Bl) r-..J (O+®K B1z1)* X Bl* and that furthermore [6+(Bl)' O+(Bl)] r-..J 
~ [0+ ®K B1z1, 0+ ®K BIZI]. So GO+(Bl) r-..J [M(4, B), M(4, B)] and 
Go+ n Ol r-..J {a EOll NA/k(a) = I}. 
Remark: The conditions for (10.9), (10.10) hold for example if k is 
a .j:l-adic number field and n=O (see [10]). 
11. Final remarks 
In this section we extend the results of (10.8) to the case n? 3, 'PL? 1. 
First some lemmas: 
(11.1) (Lemma) Let LE21(n,D), 'PL? 1; a,b E Vn(D) and L(a),L(b) Ek. 
Then there is atE TO U (n, D, L) such that t( a) and b are linearly dependent 
over D. 
Proof: (1) Suppose H(a,b)#O. Multiplying b by a suitable factor 
we may suppose H(a, b)=1. Then L(a+b) Ek and (a+b; -1) has the 
required property. 
(2) Suppose H(a, b)=O, and that a, b are linearly independent over D. 
So 'PL? 2, by (3.2) (remark) we can choose x E Vn(D) such that L(x) E k, 
H(a, x) = 1 and H(x, <b)D) = {O}. Furthermore we can choose y E Vn(D) 
such that L(y) Ek, H(b,y)=1 and H(y, <a,x)D)={O}. Now c=x+y has 
the properties L(c) E k, H(a, c) # 0 and H(b, c) # O. Applying (1) twice, 
one finds the required result. 
(11.2) (Lemma) Let L E 2 1(n, D), n? 3, 'PL? 1. Suppose VI, V2 are 
hyperbolic planes in Vn(D). Then there is atE TOU(n, D, L) such that 
t(Vl)= V2 • 
Proof: Suppose V1# V2• Let a E VI, bE V2 be singular vectors. By 
(11.1) there is a tl E TOU(n, D, L) such that tl(a) and b are linearly 
dependent over D. So we can confine ourselves to VI n V2 = <e)D' L(e) E k. 
Denoting W = VI + V2 , we know that dimD W = 3. Denote by Ll the 
restriction of L to W. We distinguish two cases: 
(1) Ll E 2 1(3, D). As VI, V2 are hyperbolic planes, by Witt's theorem 
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there is an U1 EOU(3, D, L1) such that U1(V1)= V2. Let S(U1)=A·(k*)2 
where S denotes the spinornorm. As V2 is a hyperbolic plane, there is a 
mapping V1EOU(3,D,L1) such that V1(V2 )=V2 and S(V1)=A·(k*)2. 
Now V1U1 E OU(3, D, L1), VIUl( VI) = V2 and S(VIUl) = (k*)2. By (10.8) we 
know that VIU1 E TOU(3, D, L1). The mappings VI, U1, VIUl can be extended 
in a trivial manner to mappings v,u,vuEOU(n,D,L), then vUETOU(n,D,L) 
and vu( VI) = V2. 
(2) L 1 <t.fi>1(3,D). Let V1=<e,/)D, V2=<e,g)D, L(e),L(f),L(g)Ek, 
H(e, f) =H(e, g) = 1. As the restriction of H to W is degenerate, there is 
an x E W with the properties H«e, I)D, x)={O} and H(x, x)=O. One can 
choose x such that g = eIX + I + x, then IXu = IX. As H is nondegenerate on 
Vn(D) we know that there is ayE Vn(D) such that H(y, y) = 0, H(x, y) = 1 
and H(y, <e, I)D) = {O}. Now choose; ED with ;u=f.;, write a=e+ I+x; +y. 
Then H(a, a)=;u-;=f.O and H(e, a)=1, so <e, a)D is a hyperbolic plane 
(with respect to L). Furthermore the restrictions of H to <e, I, a)D and 
<e, g, a)D are nondegenerate because <e, I, a)D=<e, I, X;+Y)D, <e, g, a)D= 
=<e, I+x, x(;-1)+Y)D, H(x;+y, x;+y)=f.O and the matrix of H with 
respect to e, I+x, x(; -1) +y is invertible. 
So by (1) there are t2, t3 E TOU(n, D, L) such that t2«e, I)D) = <e, a)D 
and t3«e, a)D) = <e, g)D. Hence t3t2 has the required properties. 
(11.3) (Lemma) Let LE.fi>l(n,D), n:>3, 'VL:>l, aEVn(D) and 
H(a, a) =f. o. Then there is a subspace we Vn(D) such that a E W, dimD W = 3, 
the restriction 01 H to W is nondegenerate and W contains a hyperbolic 
plane (with respect to L). 
Proof: Choose a singular vector x E Vn(D). 
(1) H(x, a) = o. By (3.2) (remark) we can find a hyperbolic plane 
<x, Y)D, orthogonal to a. Choose W =<a, x, y)D. 
(2) H(x, a) =f. o. Now <x, a)D is a hyperbolic plane and as L E .fi>l(n, D) 
we can find ayE Vn(D) with H(y, y)=f.O and H(y, <x, a)D) = {O}. Choose 
W = <y, a, X)D. 
(11.4) (Theorem) LetL E .fi>l(n, D), n:>3, 'VL:> 1. Then TO U(n, D, L)= 
=OU'(n, D, L). 
Proof: (i) TOU(n, D, L) C OU'(n, D, L). 
(ii) Let uEOU'(n,D,L), write u=(a1;IX1) ... (ap;IXp), with (at;IXt) 
orthogonal-unitary quasi-symmetry for i= 1, ... , p. Choose for every at a 
space Wt as in (11.3), let Hi denote a hyperbolic plane in Wi. 
Denote the restriction of L to Wi by L i. Choosing bi E Hi such that 
L(bt)-L(ai)Ek, there is a Ui,lEOU(3,D,L,) such that ui,l(ai)=bi ; 
eventually multiplying Ut,l with a suitable quasi-symmetry in Hi (with 
the same spinornorm) and changing bt we can choose Ui,l, bt such that 
Ui,l E TOU(3, D, L i), ui,l(ai) =bi. Furthermore, one can extend Ut,l in a 
trivial way to Ui E TOU(n, D, L). 
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By (1l.2) there are mappings t~ ETOU(n, D, L) such that ti(Hi)=H1. 
Denote VI for the restriction of V= (tl(bl ); £Xl) •.. (tp(bp); £Xp) to WI. As 
rrf~l Nu(£Xi) E (k*)2 we know that VI E OU'(3, D, L I ) =TOU(3, D, L I ) so 
V ETOU(n, D, L) and v-I=(tp(bp); _£xpU) ... (tt(bl ); -£XIU ) ETOU(n,D,L). 
Now (al; £Xl) ... (ap; £xp)(tp(bp); - £xpU) ... (tl(bl ); -£XIU ) E TOU(n, D, L), 
which can easily be seen by induction with respect to p, using the facts 
that UI, ... , Up, tl, ... , tp E TOU(n, D, L). 
So U= (al; £Xl) ... (ap; £Xp) E TOU(n, D, L). 
Remarks: (1) We have proved now that if n>3,LE21(n,D),'liL> I 
then TOU(n, D, L) =OU'(n, D, L) = [OU(n, D, L), OU(n, D, L)], see (9.6). 
(2) For the case that X(k) * 2 compare [7] p. 212 theoreme if 'liL= 1 
and [8] II §5 if'liL>2. 
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